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Fontanafredda Langhe Arneis Briccotondo 2013  

�	  	  Winemaker's	  Notes	  

This	  wine	  shows	  a	  bright	  straw	  yellow	  with	  greenish	  highlights.	  The	  bouquet	  conjures	  up	  
exotic	  fruit,	  ripe	  pears,	  hawthorn	  blossom	  and	  acacia	  honey.	  Soft	  and	  full	  on	  the	  palate	  
with	  a	  refreshing	  crispness	  and	  luscious	  finish.	  

Served	  chilled,	  it	  is	  a	  great	  aperitif.	  It	  is	  also	  ideal	  with	  fish,	  hors-‐doeuvres,	  light	  starters,	  
risotto	  and	  pasta.	  

Blend:	  100%	  Arneis	  

	  

	  

Elio	  Grasso	  Dolcetto	  d'Alba	  Dei	  Grassi	  2015	  
Dolcetto	  from	  Piedmont,	  Italy	  	  

�	  	  Winemaker's	  Notes	  

Elio	  Grasso	  d'Alba	  Dei	  Grassi	  is	  an	  elegant,	  feminine	  and	  delicate	  wine.	  
The	  vinification	  procedure	  for	  Dolcetto	  d'Alba	  dei	  Grassi	  involves	  
alcoholic	  fermentation	  in	  temperature-‐controlled	  stainless	  steel	  tanks,	  
with	  daily	  pumping	  over.	  After	  malolactic	  fermentation,	  the	  wine	  stays	  in	  
stainless	  steel	  untill	  bottling	  in	  April-‐May.	  

	  

Brezza Cannubi Barbera d'Alba 2013  
 

Now we're talking! Bright cherries nose wth some tar and earth. 
Very good structure but still approachable now, some bitter citrus 
pith on the finish after the wave of red cherries washes away. 1year 
in new oak. Age worthy.  



	  

	  

2013	  Fontanafredda	  'Ebbio'	  Langhe	  Nebbiolo	  	  
-‐	  Piedmont,	  Italy	  
 
In the heart of wine-growing Piedmont – in the hills of the Langhe – 
Fontanafredda was born: chronicles of the time relate that “by order of 
17 June 1858″ an area of 138.82 “giornate piemontesi” (approx. 54 
hectares) of the property of Roggeri Giacomo, son of Giovanni Battista 
in Serralunga d’Alba, was registered under the private estate of 
Vittorio Emanuele II King of Sardinia.  
 

The king, who had fallen hopelessly in love with Rosa Vercellana, also 
known as “La Bela Rusin”, a commoner and daughter of a drum major 
at his majesty’s service, gave the entire parcel of land to her, making 
her Countess of Mirafiori and Fontanfredda a year later. 
 

The history of Fontanafredda had begun, but it did not start operating 
as a business venture until twenty years later, in 1878, thanks to the 
farsightedness of Emanuele Guerrieri, Count of Mirafiore, son of the 
king and Bela Rusin, a noble entrepreneur who devoted his life to wine 
with a very modern approach. 
  
When young, 'Ebbio' features a fragrance which is wonderfully 
spontaneous and full of surprise: in its bouquet, colour, and generous, 
velvety body this langhe Nebbiolo brings out all the typical qualities of 
the magnificent vine it is made from. Later in life its colour becomes 
garnet-red with strong orange shades, and its nose deepens, with 
traces of withered flowers, such as roses and, above-all, geraniums. 
Its warm, soft, well-bodied flavour is velvety and well-balanced, 
lingering in the mouth. 

 
Brezza Barolo Castellero 2011  
 

“Young but with good potential. Well balanced, focused and elegant.” 
 
“Tar & earth, with cherry notes. Noticeable tannins.” 
 
“Bit of a musty nose. Light colour, very smooth finish. Expected more of a sharp 
taste considering the colour.” 
 
“Excellent. Age on nose and long finish with wood, leather and tobacco taste 
sensations. Wish I'd bought more.” 
 
“Dry, but loaded with fruit.” 



2010 Travaglini Gattinara DOCG, Piedmont, Italy 

Gattinara is found in Italy's north-western Piedmont region. Like its 
neighbor Ghemme, the area also has ancient origins. It is thought that the 
name derives from Catuli Ara (the Altar of Catullus); it appears the town 
of Gattinara was built on the site where the Proconsul Lutatius Catullus 
dedicated the spoils he claimed in his victory over the Cimbrian Gauls in 
101 BC. There is also evidence from archaeological discoveries that puts 
vine growing as far back as Roman times.  

The area was granted DOCG status in 1990. Its 247 acres (100ha) of 
vineyards are located north of Vercelli on steep, south-facing slopes (at a 
height of 274–396m/900–1300ft), centered around the commune of 
Gattinara and stretching westward towards the Alps. This winemaking 
zone enjoys a continental climate and the vines grow on iron-rich gravelly 
soils of volcanic origin, with traces of carbonate, calcium and magnesium. 
The uniqueness of these soils, combined with the ideal microclimate, helps 
yield excellent Nebbiolo grapes. 

Similar to Ghemme, the wine must comprise 90% Spanna (the local name 
for Nebbiolo), the rest made up of Bonarda di Gattinara and Vespolina. 
Unlike Ghemme, which has an alcohol level of 12%, Gattinara must reach 
12.5% (13% for riserva). Ageing requirements are 36 months with 12 in 
oak barrels, or for the riserva, 48 months with 24 months spent in wood. 
The wine usually ranges from orange to garnet in color, and has a rustic 
nature and an aromatic bouquet reminiscent of violets. Its reputation for 
exceptional longevity is thanks to its very prominent tannins and high 
acidity, which is greater than that of its more well-known cousins, Barolo 
and Barbaresco. 

	  

Tenuta Olim Bauda Moscato d'Asti Centive 

	  
Grape variety: Moscato 100%.  
 
Tasting notes: it has a characteristic straw colour. Its intense bouquet is  
aromatic and shows golden apple, pineapple and honey aromas. To the palate  
it is fresh and fragrant, as sweetness and acidity are properly balanced. The  
carbon dioxide fine development makes it slightly creamy, with an elegant and  
persistent close. 
 
Vinitification: after being left with skins for a few hours at low temperature,  
the must is separated. After clarification and a first filtering, the must is left to  



macerate at low temperature in small stainless steel autoclaves. During  
fermentation foam is removed. To stop fermentation, the must is cooled  
and before bottling it  undergoes microfiltering again. Bottling is carried  
out in November, two months after harvest. 
 
Wine release: it begins at the end of November of the same year of the  
harvest. Best to sell in the first 2 years. 

	  


